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Empowering Crew for Efficiency and Satisfaction

iFlight Crew Mobility™ is an easy to integrate add-on module 
for iFlight Crew customers. Available on a multitude of 
devices, including iOS and Android, the application is 
architected on HTML5 that allows device and browser 
independent accessibility. It further facilitates real- time 
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Next generation digital platform for improving crew connectivity while ensuring process 
improvement, operational effectiveness, and improving crew quality of life

push notifications thereby ensuring crew don't miss any 
operational alerts while on the move. Additionally, it ensures 
uncompromised data layer security to bestow confidentiality 
of operational data.
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Features

Available as an app compatible with any Smartphone or 
Tablets running on Apple iOS or Google Android OS.

Allows leave blocks to be swapped between crew 
members. Allows crew to Advertise, Offer and Swap 
Leave blocks according to specified business rules. 
Crew may also swap their current Leave assignments 
with Open Leave.

Crews are able to access published rosters in real-time. 
Color coded calendar for quick interpretation with 
options to view detailed duty info.

Provides options to prioritize messages and enforce 
crew acknowledgment as well the option to broadcast 
messages for key events

Allows crew to swap assignments with other crew 
members subject to rules and restrictions. Supports 
duty Advertisements, Offers, and have Duty swap 
validated per FDTL rules using predefined parameters.

Allows crew members to receive roster changes as 
'Push' notification on their mobile device.

Roster Change Notification and acknowledgement 
workflows aides in making informed decision for crew 
members and reduced communication overheads for 
crew controllers.

Quick and easy access to flight duty statistics and 
qualification checks. Option for crew to view personal 
or professional data, highlight any discrepancies.
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Crew may view leave slot availability using 'Traffic 
Mode' allowing crew to check likelihood of being 
allocated their respective preferences given other bids 
already placed. Allow crew to analyze results of their 
Bids and respective Leave Calendar.

Hassle free one time login option and roadmap 
integration with AD / LDAP.
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Captures crew voyage records and cabin crew logs as 
well as updates crew recency and operational 
statistics. Also provides capability for crew to volunteer 
to work.

Provides capability for crew to Check-In with geo-
fencing. 
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